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Abstract.  In the last decade we have seen a rise of social media.  Within this 
landscape of online services Facebook plays an immense role in facilitating and 
creating bonds between people.  In this paper we enter a qualitative study con-
ducted with a small group of adult Facebookers over 58.  We do so in an effort 
to understand what kind of relationships one can have through this digital me-
dia.  The theoretical lens used is Phenomenology, which we find fruitful for 
more carefully looking into relationships between humans and technology. 
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1 Introduction  
In the last decade we have seen the rise of so-called social media, which are websites 
that allow members to connect to one another and share information about them-
selves, as well as photos and video [1]. The most popular of such sites can be argued 
to be Facebook where 67% of online adults are reported to be members in late 2012 
[2].  In addition, Facebook reports that it has 1.55 billion monthly users as of 30th 
September 2015 [3].  Although people over 50 use social media less frequently than 
other demographics [1, 2] [4], their numbers are increasing fast. Madden [5] reports 
that the number of people over 50 who use social media doubled between 2009 and 
2010. 
Studying humans and their relation to technology is interesting in general, since, as 
Verbeek [6] says, we would not be the beings we are if we didn't use the technologies 
we use, with writing being a prime example. Here we draw on such comprehension 
and want to study more carefully the relation between humans and technology; i.e. the 
relation between a small group of users aged 58-73 (these people we refer to as Face-
bookers) and their varied engagements on Facebook.  We do so with reference to this 
year's call for papers, which is concerned with technology and intimacy, and whether 
our relationship with technology is by choice or coercion. We address this call using 
phenomenology as the theoretical approach to study the embodiment of relationships 
of these Facebookers. 
In using relationship we equate it with intimacy.  That is, according to Dictio-
nary.com [7], intimacy is “a close, familiar, and usually affectionate or loving person-
al relationship with another person or group”.  Thus, when we look at this group of 
Facebookers and their online activities we are interested in the embodiment of such 
relationships.  We draw on phenomenology, herein the postphenomenologist Don 
Ihde who coins embodiment as: “Embodiment is, in practice, the way in which we 
engage our environment or “world”, and while we may not often explicitly attend to 
it, many of these actions incorporate the use of artifacts or technologies. […] what I 
call embodiment relations, relations that incorporate material technologies or artifacts 
that we experience as taken into our very bodily experience.” [8] (original emphasis).  
Thus, according to Ihde (also cited in [6] [9]), an “embodiment relationship” is one 
where we experience the world through an artifact, which is transparent to us and has 
become an extension of our body. 
Whether a digital service like Facebook belongs to the category of “material tech-
nologies” we will leave out from the discussion here and rather focus our interest on 
understanding how, by using Facebook, our relationship with it can become an embo-
died relationship that leads to more intimate relationships between people.  The rea-
son we chose to study Facebookers over 58 is because this age group is less likely to 
use social media, even though they form a significant and growing proportion of 
Western population [10]. We therefore believe that it is interesting to study questions 
of technology and human relationships (intimacy) from the point of view of these 
people, who are often reluctant users. 
The article has the following structure: First we briefly review related literature.  
We then describe the empirical setting and the methods used.  This is followed by a 
description of the phenomenological concepts used.  Next we meet eight Facebookers 
and enter an analysis about their varied engagements on Facebook.  We then conclude 
the paper by advocating for analyzing varied engagements in an effort to learn about 
embodied relationships of adult Facebookers. 
2 Literature Review 
Different studies have been reported concerning Facebook and its usage. We begin 
this review with delineating studies concerned with social media and adults over 58, 
which are related to themes presented in this article. We then continue with studies 
about social media and types of relationships, social bonding, and intimacy. 
Keeping in touch with friends and family was found to be a common motivation 
for using social media both by the general population [11] and by adults over 58 [5] 
[12]. It was also cited among the benefits of social media use [4, 5] [12, 13]. One of 
the barriers (for adults over 58) to joining and/or fully exploiting social media was 
found to be technical problems [14, 15], while some were hesitant to join because 
they viewed social media as cold and narcissistic and not fulfilling their idea of 
friendship [10] [14], and preferred face-to-face or email [14] [16]. 
Grieve et al. [17] found that social connectedness derived from Facebook is dis-
tinct but related to offline social connectedness; however, social disconnection can 
exist both in offline and online environments. Research shows that people tend to use 
social media more to keep in touch with people they already know offline, rather than 
meet new people [18, 19, 20]. In this, most add people they know offline [19]. There 
was an overlap between people's online and offline networks, but this was not perfect; 
some of their closest friends online were different from their closest friends offline 
[19]. In general, it seems that social network sites (SNS) play a supplemental role by 
providing another channel through which to maintain relationships [13] [21]. 
Using Facebook and MySpace as an extension of face-to-face interaction may 
strengthen existing relationships [4] [18] and broaden connections users would other-
wise not have [18]. Gossip and small talk can serve as a form of social grooming for 
humans; SNSs can be used in that capacity [11]. According to Vitak, Ellison & Stein-
feld [21], Facebook use can have a positive effect not only on bridging social capital 
(weak ties), but also on bonding social capital (strong ties) when engaging in certain 
behaviors (commenting on a post rather than simply disclosing information). It can 
also be used, according to Ellison, Steinfeld & Lampe [20], to solidify relationships 
that would otherwise be ephemeral, by converting latent ties into weak ties. Finally, 
Facebook may be useful for social bonding where face-to-face bonding is not possi-
ble, for example, in cases of people with high social anxiety [17], people who have 
difficulty forming both strong and weak ties [20], or when strong ties become geo-
graphically dispersed  [20, 21]. 
Some people have expressed concerns about this new mediated life where face-to-
face communications tend to disappear or be replaced by mediated communications. 
This transformation has an impact on e.g. friendship, intimacy, and being in commun-
ities. Due to that, Deresiewicz (in [22]) argues, we have a sense of communities, ra-
ther than being in communities. In a similar way, Turkle1 asks whether we, as a con-
sequence of our use of social media services, have “moved from empathy to a sense 
of empathy? From friendship to a sense of friendship?”. In line with this, we have 
previously mentioned a similar concern located in many adults over 58 [10] [14]. 
However, in Subrahmanyam et al.'s study [19], participants didn't think using SNSs 
affected their relationships. Vallor [23], examining what Aristotle named complete 
friendship of virtue, found that its four dimensions (reciprocity, empathy, self-
knowledge and the shared life) are supported in some way by social media. Neverthe-
less, reflecting more deeply on the meaning of the shared life for Aristotle casts 
doubts about the capacity of online social media to support such friendships in the 
contemporary world, not only because of structural deficiencies of social media, but 
also of the modern world's values and priorities [23]. Van Manen [24] also states that 
although SNSs allow people to overcome physical distance and feel close while sepa-
rated by time and space, such interaction does not necessarily result in more intimacy. 
He writes: “Digital intimacy may offer the sensibility of one-to-one closeness, but the 
one-to-one may be 'real' or illusory. […] digital intimacy can be polygamous intima-
cy”2. On the other hand, Evans [25] comments that the idea of an imagined communi-
ty is not new; during the Renaissance, a community of intellectuals was maintained 
                                                          
1  [22] p. 173 (original emphasis) 
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via correspondence. He argues that “human experience has always been virtual to 
some extent”3, and states that for participants in virtual environments, the relation-
ships are as authentic as those in the physical world. 
3 Methodology 
This article is based on material gathered during spring 2015 for the first author‟s 
phenomenological thesis work, whose purpose was to examine how and why adults in 
the age group 58-73 use Facebook, and what their experiences with Facebook are 
[26]. Eight people participated in the study, chosen from among the author‟s Face-
book friends (see table 1)4.  The study was conducted using semi-structured inter-
views and observations of the participants‟ Facebook page and posts for a period of 
three weeks from 26/3/2015 to 16/4/2015. 
Table 1. The participating Facebookers 
Name Age Country of 
origin 
Work status Posting 
frequency 
User 
since 
Other 
info 
Sophia 58 Greece Retired Low 2010  
Jim 59 England Retired Medium 2009  
Lotus 60 England 
(born in 
Malaysia) 
Retired Medium 2009 Married 
to Jim 
Dimitris 61 Greece Working Low Oct. 2014  
Joe 62 Australia 
(born in 
England) 
Working Medium 2012  
Sam 65 Australia Retired High 2007  
Mary 65 USA Working Medium 2012 
(approx.) 
 
Tom 73 USA Working Medium 2008 Married 
to Mary 
 
Here we meet all of these Facebookers; however, for the purpose of this article we 
have analysed the (interview) data anew from a perspective of embodiment and inti-
macy.  Thus, in conjunction with writing this article, the participants were given a 
new consent form, which stated their agreement to using the data gathered in 2015 for 
scientific publication.  When informed consent was originally obtained March 2015, 
they were also given a consent form along with a statement to post on their Facebook 
Timeline, which informed their friends about the study and provided contact informa-
tion to the first author. The statement was posted in an effort to obtain consent of any 
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4  Names have been changed to protect privacy. 
friends who might interact with the participants on Facebook and therefore would be 
involved in the activities observed by the first author. 
4 Theory 
According to Schütz (in [27]), the contemporaneous lifeworld can be divided into 
two realms. The first is the realm of consociates, where people share a community of 
both time and space and their “worlds within reach” coincide (they meet “face-to-
face”). Through constant interaction in this realm people become intimate friends. 
The second realm is that of contemporaries, where people share neither a community 
of time nor of space. Their “worlds within reach” do not coincide and the only inte-
raction they have is through a mediator, following prescribed rules. They are consi-
dered anonymous strangers [27]. 
Zhao [27, 28] suggests that with the advent of the Internet, we can gain mutual 
knowledge with strangers online, communicating in a “face-to-device” context. We 
can have people who share a community of time, but not a community of space, 
whose “worlds within reach” do not coincide but whose “worlds within mediated 
reach” do. These people he calls consociated contemporaries, who can also be cha-
racterized as intimate strangers or anonymous friends. The Internet can also be used 
to extend relationships in the consociates realm (friends and family) or the contempo-
raries realm (online business transactions). 
Embodiment and disembodiment are also issues of phenomenology that are inter-
esting to examine in relation to cyberspace. Ajana [29] contrasts Descartes belief in 
the supremacy of logical reason over illogical nature with Merleau-Ponty's belief in 
the body as the medium par excellence for being-in-the-world. Merleau-Ponty be-
lieved that it is through the body that we perceive and experience the world and that 
even in the case of transcendental disembodiment, the body is the point of departure, 
the point of return and the point of being. Therefore, Ajana [29] says, even in the 
virtuality of cyberspace, the construction of identity, subjectivity and self is based on 
bodily perceptions, resulting in a “pseudo-disembodiment”. Rather than being free 
from bodily limitations, Ajana [29] notes how people carry their old baggage with 
them: women, for example, are still underrepresented and subject to harassment. Aja-
na [29] views cyberspace as “a symbiotic synthesis of technology and corporeal phe-
nomena”, likening virtual tools to a blind man's stick, which acts as an extension of 
his senses. He describes cyberspace as a case of being “embodied in one‟s disembo-
diment”. 
According to Dreyfus [30], the body's capacity to act is central to Merleau-Ponty's 
account of embodiment. Our embodied skills determine what actions we can take, and 
our relation to the world is transformed as we acquire new skills. Svanæs [31] adds to 
this that human interaction with digital technology is embodied. He refers to Heideg-
ger, who said that for a skilled user, a tool is transparent in its use and “ready-to-
hand”; it is an extension of the user's body. This embodied interaction increases in 
relevance with the increase of proximity between the tool and the human body, where 
proximity means the tightness of coupling between the two. When a tool breaks 
down, this embodiedness also breaks and the tool ceases to be a tool and emerges as 
an object in the world. 
5 Facebookers and the Embodiment of Relationships 
5.1 Becoming a Facebooker 
Joe, Sophia, and Sam joined Facebook in order to communicate and share things with 
other people. They share in common a positive experience using this online service.  
Dimitris, on the other hand, had been more hesitant in joining; he had been receiv-
ing and ignoring friend invitations for years, before finally becoming convinced to 
join in order to be part of a group with his old school friends and cousins from his 
hometown. While before joining he had been terribly worried about privacy, he states 
that this has now radically changed. He repeatedly states how he really likes it, and 
how reading his friends' news in the group “makes [his] day”. 
Mary started using Facebook as part of her current job at a tour company, which 
does monthly tours and creates a Facebook page for each month's tour where people 
can post pictures and updates. Before working there she hadn't wanted to join Face-
book because, as she says during an interview, it would take up too much of her time. 
Now she uses it not only as part of her job, but also to keep in touch with relatives and 
stay up-to-date with various clubs she and Tom belong to. Her view of Facebook is 
mainly positive; she says: 
“I think it‟s wonderful, what [our boss] has done with Facebook in terms of R- 
Tours” 
and 
“It really is a wonderful mechanism to keep a big number of people informed 
about the schedules, the upcoming events, statuses and things like that” 
(Interview with Mary, 23/3/2015, [Skype]) 
 
However, she does stress that one needs to be cautious while using it, referencing 
cyber-bullying and Facebook posts damaging people's hiring prospects. When asked 
what motivates her use of Facebook, she answers that it is both work and keeping in 
touch with people. In this way, we could say, Mary became a Facebooker because her 
job demanded it, but she now finds it useful in many other areas of her life; her inti-
macy with Facebook increased as she used it and, in this way, has become part of her 
embodiment of relationships. 
Tom, on the other hand, joined much earlier, because he was curious and “it was 
the thing to do”. However, he didn't like Facebook emotionally because he is a loner 
and it pushed him into contact with many people. This, combined with a fear of hack-
ing and account misuse, led him to become disenchanted with Facebook. Now he 
keeps his accounts for work (he works at the same tour company as Mary), but his use 
consists mainly of monitoring through the email updates Facebook sends users. He 
only goes on Facebook occasionally, when something piques his interest or if Mary 
tells him about something interesting. So here we have an example of a “break down” 
(Heidegger in [31]) that decreases online relationship building and/or maintenance.  
Further, Tom expresses a preference for email, where he feels he can be more sure of 
his privacy and he can better control who sees what. So although he doesn't feel very 
intimate with Facebook, he feels more intimate with another, older technology 
(email). 
Finally, Jim and Lotus joined and use Facebook, but they have certain reservations. 
Their main reason for joining was to be able to keep in touch with people while tra-
velling, after they retired.  In addition, Lotus wants to be able to keep in touch with 
their children. Jim says he really dislikes how Facebook uses people‟s data to make 
money and has considered quitting the platform because of this, but he continues to 
use it since it enables communication and because, compared to the 7 billion people 
on the planet, he isn‟t that important. Lotus feels the same way; she shares Jim's pri-
vacy concerns and has some negative perceptions about Facebook, but she finds the 
communication part nice. She says she wouldn‟t miss Facebook if she quit, but she 
would miss getting news about her friends. 
Lotus, like Tom, expresses a preference for email, and also for using the telephone 
or meeting face-to-face. Interestingly, she says: 
“[T]hey‟re just like the machines control your life, and I don‟t like that, I 
shouldn‟t like that. Old question of dialing up the telephone, talking to them...” 
(Interview with Lotus, 21/3/2015, [Skype]) 
 
Within this analysis we can say that Lotus forgets that the telephone is also a tech-
nology, albeit one that has existed for longer and to which we are more used. As with 
Tom, we can see a pattern of feeling greater intimacy with older technologies, to the 
point of (in the case of the telephone) not really considering them machines at all. The 
longer a technology has been around, the more intimate people become with it and the 
more akin to it they feel. This follows along the lines of Lloyd [9], who states that 
there was a time when telephones were rare and the word “phony” was coined to de-
scribe the mistrust of a disembodied voice on the other side of the phone. Now phones 
are ubiquitous, and we accept disembodied thoughts as reality [9]. 
5.2 Embodied Relationships and Intimacy on Facebook 
While all participants (with the exception of Tom) mention that communication is an 
important part of Facebook use for them, Joe and Dimitris stand out as examples 
where Facebook helps preserve and increase feelings of closeness with family and 
friends. 
For Joe, who is originally from England, but has lived in Australia for the past 40 
years, it is keeping in contact with family back in England and other parts of Australia 
that is main reason for joining in the first place. She describes how Facebook has 
enabled her to come in contact with nieces and nephews she has never met, as well as 
their children, and also re-establish contact with cousins she had met when she was 
much younger. She says: 
“This morning I had a bit of a conversation with two of my nieces in Melbourne 
[...] it‟s just a good way to start the day.” 
(Interview with Joe, 22/3/2015, [Skype]) 
 
Dimitris also describes how he communicates with old friends and relatives, people 
he had grown up with, and how, as soon as he joined Facebook, he found himself 
talking with people whom he hadn‟t talked with for a long time. He repeatedly says 
how it “makes [his] day”, and how he, on occasion, has become emotionally moved at 
seeing old photos being shared. He tells that some of these friends got together offline 
and posted photos of this meeting in the group; this has inspired him to think about 
organizing his own offline meeting, for friends that are in the same city as he is, and 
posting about it in the group. So this can be seen as an example of Facebook strength-
ening offline bonds and potentially prompting offline meetings, a contradiction of 
concerns about online relationships leading to fewer offline meetings. 
With regards to the types of relationships described by Schütz5 and Zhao [27, 28], 
examples of both the consociates and the consociated contemporaries can be seen 
among the participants. More specifically, all the participants except Tom mention 
using Facebook as an extension of the consociates relationship; to keep in touch with 
friends and family. There is also one example of consociated contemporaries rela-
tionships: Sam mentions that he also uses Facebook to meet new people who share 
common interests. Thus we see a confirmation of previous literature that Facebook is 
used mostly to maintain and strengthen offline relationships. However, there are some 
relationships that don‟t seem to fit either description. Joe, Lotus, and Sam all mention 
keeping in touch with people they met while travelling, while Tom and Mary use it to 
keep in touch with people that go on the tours they guide. Joe also came in contact, 
through Facebook, with family from England she has never met in person, or cousins 
she had met when she was much younger. These relationships cannot be described as 
consociates (intimate friends), but neither are they pure consociated contemporaries 
(intimate strangers or anonymous friends), because they know each other. We propose 
that this should be seen in one of two ways: either as an example of people who 
started a tentative consociates relationship when they met, which due to the short 
amount of time they spent together did not become a full consociates relationship, but 
which may become one as these people continue to interact and get to know each 
other through Facebook; or as a variation of the consociated contemporaries relation-
ship, where people know each other slightly in real life and whom Facebook enables 
to become more intimate through their online interactions. Incidentally, these are also 
examples of Facebook helping transform latent, ephemeral ties into weak ties [20]. 
We see, thus, how Facebook affects intimacy for this group of Facebookers. That 
is, when they use it in order to extend consociates relationships, Facebook serves to 
maintain and increase an already established intimacy between them, their family and 
friends; when they use it to form consociated contemporaries relationships (or varia-
tions of this), Facebook helps transform lack of acquaintance (in the pure consociated 
contemporaries case) or mere acquaintance (in the modified case) into a greater de-
gree of intimacy. 
 While Facebook lacks the physical cues of face-to-face communication, we be-
lieve it is very useful in cases where face-to-face is impossible, such as people sepa-
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rated by great distance. Without Facebook, these people could not see or talk to each 
other regularly; Facebook enables them to talk, becoming an extension of people's 
corporeal ability to communicate, as Ajana [29] said. Joe comments that Facebook 
“seems to have made the world a smaller place”, which shows how one‟s lifeworld 
can expand thanks to Facebook from the “world within reach” to the “world within 
mediated reach” [27, 28]. These people can also “see” each other through posted pho-
tographs, or use Facebook's voice calls and video chat. In this study, Joe says that 
when she was on holiday, she posted photos regularly which enabled her children to 
share the experience with her, and Dimitris reports the posting of many photos, both 
past and present, in his Facebook group. Jim and Lotus also post family photos occa-
sionally, and Sam posts photos of events he organizes. Thus technology helps these 
relationships become more embodied and more intimate. 
In this way we can say, with reference to [6], that the artifact (here by example of 
an online service) and intimacy cannot be separated.  
6 Conclusion 
Verbeek [6] states that technology makes us who we are.  Lloyd [9] adds that just 
like we have constructed the Internet, so has it constructed us. 
In this article we have looked at different kinds of relationships, which a small 
group of adult Facebookers engage in using this online social service.  We have 
shown how Facebook can be used to extend face-to-face (“consociates”) relationships 
over long distance, facilitating them to become more intimate and embodied. It can 
also be used to increase intimacy between strangers (“consociated contemporaries”) 
or between people who know each other very little in real life (what we term a varia-
tion of the “consociated contemporaries” relationship). Indeed, many of these rela-
tionships are intimately related to the online service forming an embodiment of rela-
tionships for the participating adult Facebookers.. 
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